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This specialized edition of "The History Highway " guides users to the incredible amount of information on world history
available on the Internet. The CD-ROM features the entire contents as PDF files with live links to sites, and there is
advice on the best sites for researchers.

In lieu of an abstract, here is a brief excerpt of the content: A Guide to Internet Resources. Edited by Dennis
A. Trinkle and Scott A. Navigating the Web is a treacherous activity as well as a mixed metaphor during
which even the most erudite scholar may need a good road map to avoid the potholes and dead ends of the
information superhighway. Weber to gardening Everything for the Garden: Website Guide by Brian Cotton.
However, not all of these books are of value or even helpful. Any book claiming to offer a guided tour of the
Web needs to be judged on how well it can overcome these obstacles. The World History Highway: A Guide
to Internet Resources attempts to overcome these problems in several ways, and it mostly succeeds as we shall
see. As an aid for students who are lost or for scholars looking for resources they might not otherwise know
about or even for interested history buffs, this guide to history-related Web sites works very well and makes
more sense than most Web guides on the market. Hundreds of Web sites are covered, neatly broken down into
carefully organized categories, including "General History," "Canadian History," "Historiography," and
"Modern Military History. Beyond all that, the editors include some nice if a bit general introductory essays
on the history of the Internet and the World Wide Web. These essays also give helpful advice on how to use a
search engine, how to evaluate the content of a Web site, and general "netiquette" Internet etiquette.
Mercifully, this section spans only a few pages, leaving plenty of room in the rest of the book for the [End
Page ] cataloging and description of Web sites that might be of interest to history buffs and scholars. The
descriptions are brief, often no more than a sentence or two. Organized by geographical and topical subject
headings, sites focus on the studying and teaching of history. Because it contains all of the text of the book and
allows readers to immediately go to the Web site in question and see if the site is what they might be looking
for in their research, it raises the question of why the book was even printed You are not currently
authenticated. View freely available titles:
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The World History Highway: A Guide to Internet Resources (review) Ivan Wolfe Libraries & Culture, Volume 40, Number
1, Winter , pp. (Review).

They were expertly engineered. Roman builders used whatever materials were at hand to construct their roads,
but their design always employed multiple layers for durability and flatness. Crews began by digging shallow,
three-foot trenches and erecting small retaining walls along either side of the proposed route. The bottom
section of the road was usually made of leveled earth and mortar or sand topped with small stones. This was
followed by foundation layers of crushed rocks or gravel cemented with lime mortar. Finally, the surface layer
was constructed using neatly arranged blocks made from gravel, pebbles, iron ore or hardened volcanic lava.
They were easy to navigate. Much like the road signs on modern interstates and freeways, these stone pillars
gave the distance to the nearest town in Roman miles and instructed the traveler on the best places to stop.
They also provided information on when the road was built, who constructed it and who last repaired it. They
included a sophisticated network of post houses and roadside inns. Along with road signs and mile markers,
Roman roads were also lined with state-run hotels and way stations. These simple posthouses consisted of
stables where government travelers could trade their winded horse or donkey for a fresh mount. Switching
horses was especially important for imperial couriers, who were tasked with carrying communications and tax
revenues around the Empire at breakneck speed. By stopping off at multiple posthouses, couriers could move
as far as 60 miles in a single day. They were well-protected and patrolled. They also doubled as toll collectors.
Like modern highways, Roman roads were not always free of charge, and troops were often waiting to levy
fees or taxes on goods whenever the route reached a bridge, mountain pass or provincial border. They allowed
the Romans to fully map their growing empire. Named for its medieval owner, Konrad Peutinger, the
Peutinger Table is a 13th century copy of an actual Roman map created sometime around the 4th century A.
This eye-catching atlas was drawn on a foot-long collection of parchment and shows the entire Roman world
in full color along with several thousand place names. Cities are illustrated with sketches of small houses or
medallions, but the map also includes the locations of lighthouses, bridges, inns, tunnels, andâ€”most
importantlyâ€”the Roman highway system. All the major Roman roads are listed, and the map even gives the
distances between various cities and landmarks. The Peutinger map has proven indispensable to scholars
studying the Roman transit system, yet historians still debate its original purpose. Some have claimed it was a
field guide for government figures traveling on official business, while others contend it was displayed in an
imperial palace. They were built to last. Thanks to their ingenious design and careful construction, Roman
roads remained technologically unequaled until as recently as the 19th century.
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Roads of antiquity Ancient roads of the Mediterranean and Middle East The first roads were paths made by
animals and later adapted by humans. The earliest records of such paths have been found around some springs
near Jericho and date from about bc. The first indications of constructed roads date from about bc and consist
of stone-paved streets at Ur in modern-day Iraq and timber roads preserved in a swamp in Glastonbury ,
England. During the Bronze Age , the availability of metal tools made the construction of stone paving more
feasible; at the same time, demand for paved roads rose with the use of wheeled vehicles, which were well
established by bc. Cretan stone roads At about this time the Minoans on the island of Crete built a mile
kilometre road from Gortyna on the south coast over the mountains at an elevation of about 4, feet 1, metres to
Knossos on the north coast. Constructed of layers of stone, the roadway took account of the necessity of
drainage by a crown throughout its length and even gutters along certain sections. The pavement, which was
about 12 feet centimetres wide, consisted of sandstone bound by a clay-gypsum mortar. The surface of the
central portion consisted of two rows of basalt slabs 2 inches 50 millimetres thick. The centre of the roadway
seems to have been used for foot traffic and the edges for animals and carts. It is the oldest existing paved
road. More a track than a constructed road, the route was duplicated between and bc by the great Persian kings
Cyrus II and Darius I in their famous Royal Road. Like its predecessor, the Persian Royal Road began at Susa,
wound northwestward to Arbela, and thence proceeded westward through Nineveh to Harran, a major road
junction and caravan centre. The main road then continued to twin termini at Smyrna and Ephesus. The Greek
historian Herodotus , writing about bc, put the time for the journey from Susa to Ephesus at 93 days, although
royal riders traversed the route in 20 days. Egypt Herodotus credits the Egyptians with building their first
roads to provide a solid track upon which to haul the immense limestone blocks used in the pyramids, and
archaeological evidence indicates that such road building took place southwest of Cairo between and bc. The
wheel arrived in Egypt at the relatively late date of about bc. There is little evidence of street surfacing in
ancient Egyptian towns, though there is evidence of the use of paved processional roads leading to the
temples. Greece The early Greeks depended primarily on sea travel. There is evidence of the building of
special roads for religious purposes and transport about bc, but there is little evidence of substantial road
building for travel and transport prior to the Roman system. One route, for example, ran between Italy and
Spain via Marseille and nearby Heraclea, close to present-day Avignon, France. Such ways were used for the
movement of flints from Denmark, freestone from Belgium, salt from Austria, lead and tin from England, and
amber from northern Europe. By about bc many of the ways in eastern and central Europe had linked together
into an extensive trading network known as the Amber Routes. Four routes have been identified, the first from
modern Hamburg, Germany, southwestward by dual routes through Cologne and Frankfurt to Lyon and
Marseille. The third began at Samland on the East Prussian coast where amber is still found , crossed the
Vistula River at Thorn, and thence continued southeastward through the Moravian Gate to Aquileia on the
Adriatic. While the Amber Routes were not roads in the modern sense, they were improved at river crossings,
over mountain passes, and across wet and swampy areas. A few remnants of these roads survive today. They
were constructed by laying two or three strings of logs in the direction of the road on a bed of branches and
boughs up to 20 feet 6 metres wide. This layer was then covered with a layer of transverse logs 9 to 12 feet in
length laid side by side. In the best log roads, every fifth or sixth log was fastened to the underlying subsoil
with pegs. There is evidence that the older log roads were built prior to bc. They were maintained in a level
state by being covered with sand and gravel or sod. In addition, the Romans used side ditches to reduce the
moisture content and increase the carrying capacity. The Roman roads The greatest systematic road builders of
the ancient world were the Romans, who were very conscious of the military, economic, and administrative
advantages of a good road system. The Romans drew their expertise mainly from the Etruscans â€”particularly
in cement technology and street pavingâ€”though they probably also learned skills from the Greeks masonry ,
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Cretans, Carthaginians pavement structure , Phoenicians, and Egyptians surveying. The Romans began their
road-making task in bc and by the peak of the empire had built nearly 53, miles of road connecting their
capital with the frontiers of their far-flung empire. Twenty-nine great military roads, the viae militares,
radiated from Rome. The most famous of these was the Appian Way. Begun in bc, this road eventually
followed the Mediterranean coast south to Capua and then turned eastward to Beneventum, where it divided
into two branches, both reaching Brundisium Brindisi. The typical Roman road was bold in conception and
construction. Where possible, it was built in a straight line from one sighting point to the next, regardless of
obstacles, and was carried over marshes, lakes, ravines, and mountains. In its highest stage of development, it
was constructed by excavating parallel trenches about 40 feet apart to provide longitudinal drainage â€”a
hallmark of Roman road engineering. The foundation was then raised about three feet above ground level,
employing material taken from the drains and from the adjacent cleared ground. As the importance of the road
increased, this embankment was progressively covered with a light bedding of sand or mortar on which four
main courses were constructed: The total thickness thus varied from 3 to 6 feet. The width of the Appian Way
in its ultimate development was 35 feet. The two-way, heavily crowned central carriageway was 15 feet wide.
On each side it was flanked by curbs 2 feet wide and 18 inches high and paralleled by one-way side lanes 7
feet wide. This massive Roman road section, adopted about bc, set the standard of practice for the next 2,
years. Ancient Roman road shown in cross section. The public transport of the Roman Empire was divided
into two classes: In addition, there was an enormous amount of travel by private individuals. The two most
widely used vehicles were the two-wheeled chariot drawn by two or four horses and its companion, the cart
used in rural areas. A four-wheeled raeda in its passenger version corresponded to the stagecoaches of a later
period and in its cargo version to the freight wagons. Fast freight raedae were drawn by 8 horses in summer
and 10 in winter and, by law, could not haul in excess of pounds kilograms. Speed of travel ranged from a low
of about 15 miles per day for freight vehicles to 75 miles per day by speedy post drivers. Excavations indicate
that the cities of this civilization paved their major streets with burned bricks cemented with bitumen. Great
attention was devoted to drainage. The houses had drainpipes that carried the water to a street drain in the
centre of the street, two to four feet deep and covered with slabs or bricks. Evidence from archaeological and
historical sources indicates that by ad 75 several methods of road construction were known in India. These
included the brick pavement, the stone slab pavement, a kind of concrete as a foundation course or as an actual
road surface, and the principles of grouting filling crevices with gypsum, lime, or bituminous mortar. Street
paving seems to have been common in the towns in India at the beginning of the Common Era, and the
principles of drainage were well known. The crowning of the roadway and the use of ditches and gutters were
common in the towns. Northern and western India in the period to bc had a network of well-built roads. The
rulers of the Mauryan empire 4th century bc , which stretched from the Indus River to the Brahmaputra River
and from the Himalayas to the Vindhya Range , generally recognized that the unity of a great empire depended
on the quality of its roads. Its major development began under Emperor Shihuangdi about bc. Many of the
roads were wide, surfaced with stone, and lined with trees; steep mountains were traversed by stone-paved
stairways with broad treads and low steps. By ad the network had grown to some 25, miles about 40,
kilometres. It came into partial existence about bc, when it was used to bring jade from Khotan modern Hotan,
China to China. By bc it was linked to the West, and by bc it was carrying active trade between the two
civilizations. At its zenith in ad this road and its western connections over the Roman system constituted the
longest road on Earth. In Asia the road passed through Samarkand to the region of Fergana, where, near the
city of Osh, a stone tower marked the symbolic watershed between East and West. From Fergana the road
traversed the valley between the Tien Shan and Kunlun Mountains through Kashgar, where it divided and
skirted both sides of the Takla Makan Desert to join again at Yuanquan. From Kashgar, trade routes to the
south passed over the mountains to the great trading centre of Bactria and to northern Kashmir. But the system
of road transport was dependent on the Roman, Chinese, and Mauryan empires, and, as these great empires
declined in the early Christian era, the trade routes became routes of invasion. Except in the Byzantine Empire
, road networks fell into centuries of disrepair. Transport relied on pack trains, which could negotiate the badly
maintained roads and sufficed to carry the reduced stream of commerce. The first signs of a road revival came
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during the reign of Charlemagne late in the 8th century. Further road revival was aided first by the need to
service the regular round of trade fairs and then, in the 11th century, by a centralization of power and an
increase in religious fervour. Eventually a commercial revival set in. By the 12th century old cities were
reviving and new ones were being built, especially in western Europe. Street paving became a reputable
artisan activity, and by the 15th century well-maintained roads bringing food to the cities from their
hinterlands were of critical importance. At the same time, wheeled vehicles increased in number and quality.
There was an awakened interest in better overland travel, better protection of merchants and other travelers,
and the improvement of roads. Public funds, chiefly derived from tolls, were committed to road upkeep.
Long-distance overland commerce increased rapidly and included a restoration of the trade route between
Europe and China through Central Asia that Marco Polo traveled in the late 13th century. Inca roads of South
America Across the Atlantic, the period witnessed the rise of another notable road-building empire, that of the
Incas. It included two parallel roadways, one along the coast about 2, miles in length, the other following the
Andes about 3, miles in length with a number of cross connections. At its zenith, when the Spaniards arrived
early in the 16th century, a network of some 14, miles of road served an area of about , square miles 1,, square
kilometres in which lived nearly 10 million people. The network was praised by 16th-century explorers as
superior to that in contemporary Europe. The Andes route was remarkable. The roadway was 25 feet wide and
traversed the loftiest ranges. It included galleries cut into solid rock and retaining walls built up for hundreds
of feet to support the roadway. Ravines and chasms were filled with solid masonry, suspension bridges with
wool or fibre cables crossed the wider mountain streams, and stone surfacing was used in difficult areas. The
steeper gradients were surmounted by steps cut in the rocks. Traffic consisted entirely of pack animals llamas
and people on foot; the Inca lacked the wheel. Yet they operated a swift foot courier system and a visual
signaling system along the roadway from watchtower to watchtower. The birth of the modern road The master
road builders In Europe , gradual technological improvements in the 17th and 18th centuries saw increased
commercial travel, improved vehicles, and the breeding of better horses. These factors created an incessant
demand for better roads, and supply and invention both rose to meet that demand. In the Italian engineer
Guido Toglietta wrote a thoughtful treatise on a pavement system using broken stone that represented a
marked advance on the heavy Roman style.
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Complete with a CD-ROM, this specialized edition of The History Highway guides users to the incredible amount of
information on world history available on the Internet like no other resource.

Before the advent of the automobile, roads in the United States amounted to little more than a collection of
dusty two-lane trails and occasional short bridges. Today, thanks to 20th-century civil engineers, the driving
public can travel coast to coast on a world-class interstate highway system that includes bridges and tunnels of
phenomenal strength and beauty. Asphalt manufactured from oil-refining byproducts Gulf Oil, Texas
Refining, and Sun Oil introduce asphalt manufactured from byproducts of the oil-refining process. Suitable for
road paving, it is less expensive than natural asphalt mined in and imported from Venezuela. The new asphalt
serves a growing need for paved roads as the number of motor vehicles in the United States soars from 55, in
to , in to about 10 million in Garrett Morgan, an inventor with a fifth-grade education and the first
African-American in Cleveland to own a car, invents the electric, automatic traffic light. First highway paved
with portland cement The first highway paved with portland cement, or concrete, is built near Pine Bluff,
Arkansas, 22 years after Bellefontaine, Ohio, first paved its Main Street with concrete. Invented in by British
stone mason Joseph Aspdin from a mix of calcium, silicon, aluminum, and iron minerals, portland cement is
so-named because of its similarity to the stone quarried on the Isle of Portland off the English coast.
Wisconsin adopts road numbering system Wisconsin is the first state to adopt a numbering system as the
network of roads increases. The idea gradually spreads across the country and replaces formerly named trails
and highways. Red and green traffic signals in some form have been in use since , but the increase in
automobile traffic requires the addition of a warning signal. Uniform system of signs State highway engineers
across the country adopt a uniform system of signage based on shapes that include the octagonal stop sign.
Numbering system for interstate highways BPR and state highway representatives create a numbering system
for interstate highways. East-west routes are designated with even numbers, north-south routes with odd
numbers. Three-digit route numbers are given to shorter highway sections, and alternate routes are assigned
the number of the principal line of traffic preceded by a one. It is named for engineer Clifford Holland, who
solves the problem of venting the build-up of deadly car exhaust by installing 84 electric fans, each 80 feet in
diameter. Air-entrained concrete introduced Air-entrained concrete, one of the greatest advancements in
concrete technology, is introduced. The addition of tiny air bubbles in the concrete provides room for
expansion when water freezes, thus making the concrete surface resistant to frost damage. By the end of the
decade the autobahn measures 3, kilometers and inspires U. Today the autobahn covers more than 11,
kilometers. Stretching across eight states and three time zones, the 2,mile-long road is also known as "The
Mother Road" and "The Main Street of America. Officially decommissioned in , the route has been replaced
by sections of Interstate, I, I, I, and I To construct a suspension bridge in a region prone to earthquakes,
engineer Joseph Strauss uses a million tons of concrete to hold the anchorages in place. Its two main towers
each rise feet above the water and are strung with 80, miles of cable. Built on an abandoned railroad right of
way, it includes 7 miles of tunnels through the mountains, 11 interchanges, bridges and culverts, and 10
service plazas. Federal Aid Highway Act The Federal Aid Highway Act authorizes the designation of 40,
miles of interstate highways to connect principal cities and industrial centers.
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The road remained in static condition until , when the world exposition was held in San Francisco. Promoters made
further improvements to Snoqualmie Pass and the major north-south highway between California and Puget Sound, in
an effort to encourage travelers going to and from the Expo to tour the Pacific Northwest.

The highway in Gojal , Upper Hunza. Owing largely to the extremely sensitive state of the Kashmir conflict
between India and Pakistan, the Karakoram Highway has strategic and military importance to these nations,
but particularly Pakistan and China. In addition, the upgraded road will be designed to particularly
accommodate heavy-laden vehicles and extreme weather conditions. China and Pakistan are planning to link
the Karakoram Highway to the southern port of Gwadar in Balochistan through the Chinese-aided Gwadar Dalbandin railway, which extends to Rawalpindi. A massive landslide 15 kilometres 9. The landslide
destroyed parts of villages while killing many inhabitants. Goods from and to further north are transported
over the lake by small vessels, to be reloaded onto trucks at the other end. This is where three great mountain
ranges meet: The western end of the Himalayas, marked by the ninth highest peak in the world, Nanga Parbat ,
can be seen from the highway. The highway passes through the capital of Gilgitâ€”Baltistan , Gilgit , and
continues through the valleys of Nagar and Hunza , along the Hunza River. Some of the highest mountains
and famous glaciers in the Karakoram can be seen in this section. The highway meets the Pakistani-Chinese
border at Khunjerab Pass. Karakoram Highway reconstruction[ edit ] Main article: Reconstruction of the
Karakoram Highway Highlighted in red is the route of National Highway 35, which is to be completely rebuilt
and upgraded under the CPEC agreement. Highlighted in blue is the kilometre road between Gilgit and Skardu
which is to be upgraded to a 4-lane highway. From there, access onwards to Islamabad and Lahore continues
as part of the existing M1 and M2 motorways, while Hasan Abdal will also be at intersection of the Eastern
Alignment , and the Western Alignment which will lead towards the port city of Gwadar. The resulting
landslides cut off both the Hunza River and Karakoram Highway resulting in the formation of the reservoir.
Prior to completion of the bypass, all vehicular traffic had to be loaded onto boats to traverse the new
reservoir. Construction of the tunnels began in and required 36 months for completion. The realignment
restored the road link between Pakistan and China. From the Gez canyon the population becomes Kirgiz.
Having climbed up to the valley, the road turns south past Kongur, Karakul Lake , and Muztagh Ata on the
east. The main road continues over a low pass where the population becomes Tajik and descends to
Tashkurgan. Further south, a valley and jeep track leads west toward the Wakhjir Pass to the Wakhan
Corridor. Next the road turns west to a checkpost and small settlement at Pirali, and then the Khunjerab Pass ,
beyond which is Pakistan, the Khunjerab River and Hunza.
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Interestingly, many were fog-related. Even single vehicle accidents can result in the loss of life and property.
Larger incidents only amplify such outcomes further. Road accidents are scary, and while reckless driving or
over-speeding could be noted as major reasons for many such road accidents or crashes, nature also at times
plays a major part. Road accidents due to foggy conditions, heavy rains, or even snowfall have not been
uncommon. Occuring not just in hilly terrains or winding roads, but even in flat plains on straight
thoroughfares, vehicles that ply on with high speed on expressways on wintry mornings might skid off and
collide with other vehicles. Such events can thereby lead to massive pile ups involve multiple parties. The loss
of lives, vehicles getting damaged, and even greater concerns for general road safety are just some of the
topics that might come into the minds of anyone discussing such scenarios. Let us now look at the most
massive pile ups that have ever been recorded to have happened, whether due to poor weather conditions and
visibility on highways and expressways around the world or otherwise Ochten, the Netherlands, October of ,
vehicles A massive pile up of vehicles in the city of Ochten at A15 Motorway, in the Netherlands , happened
when multiple vehicles collided due to heavy fog. Around one person was killed, sixty four injured, and a total
of vehicles were involved in this crash in October of , making this one of the biggest accidents to ever happen
in these parts. The heavy fogs dominated the early morning at around 6: Around three people were killed, and
sixty were injured gravely in this multi-vehicle incident. The first crash happened when a truck carrying cargo
got hit into the rear of a tanker, spinning the vehicles that followed it off their pays and out of control. Around
five air ambulances also had to be employed along with twenty-five regular ambulances to rush the victims to
hospitals for emergency treatments. Three separate chain reactions on the road caused this multiple vehicle
collision. One person was killed in this pile up, while an additional sixteen people were seriously injured as
well. For over two miles, the chain of this wreck continued. Even a school bus was involved in the accident,
though luckil no children were hurt. Fog had once again played a foul role there too on the 9th of January, ,
and it had continued linger there for two days causing the roads to remain blocked. Around vehicles of all
sizes were engaged in this vehiclular accident, of which were passenger vehicles. The entire highway was
blocked for over a day in order to clear the site off the wreckage and resume traffic. This accident happened
between Highways 88 and 92 in Michigan. Two semi-trucks involved in the event were carrying hazardous
liquids and fireworks too, which could have made matters even worse than they were 6. Around vehicles were
involved in the crash, and this event was also due to fog, killing two people and injuring many others. The
date was the 12th of January. Wintry mornings are usually known for dense fogs, and this is why it has
become risky for drivers living among the cold parts of the world, as warm air pockets moves along the top of
the cold to cause dense fogs to form over these area. Around vehicles were damaged in this accident, and a lot
of people were injured as well. Though one person died in this accident, the massive tragedy of the incident
due to fog has made the drivers extra cautious while driving through these parts at the end of March still more
than two decades later. Sadly, even here even over 90 people were seriously injured in this pile up. Paramedics
had to go and help these people in need at the earliest time they could reach them amid the wreckage 4. Even
though only around five people were seriously injured in this accident, around vehicles were damaged. Once
again, poor visibility was one of the reasons for the vehicles to go skidding and set the pile up into motion.
This event happened on the 3rd of November, Among the toll of damages that day, 70 vehicles were
destroyed and around 45 bikers were hurt. The accident caused the Interstate and Highway 91 to remain closed
for several hours as well. The Highway at Vysocina highlands, leading to Prague from Brno, was where on the
20th of March, , over vehicles piled up. Over six people were critically injured, and they were taken to the
facilitates in nearby cities for hospitalization. The entire highway in the risky Vysocina highlands were closed
down due to the heavy snowstorm, and traffic was allowed only to commence there on the following morning.
The stretch of Autobahn A2 in Lower Saxony was the place where vehicles piled up that day. Around 10
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people were critically injured in this highway crash. This could be counted as one of the most severe damages
to have happened in transportation due to rains. The loss was of epic proportions, and the resultant insurance
claims were filed for high values as well. The event in Sao Paulo, Brazil , at Rodovia dos Imigrantes highway,
over vehicles became piled up, injuring thirty people and killing one. This accident occurred on the 15th of
September, , and the pile up was stretched along for around 2 kilometers, with quite a large number of vehicles
even seen caught on fire as a result. The accident was of such intensity that it was said to be truly colossal in
consideration of the reach of its impact. This page was last updated on April 25,
7: Highway Construction timeline | World History Project
Beyond all that, the editors include some nice (if a bit general) introductory essays on the history of the Internet and the
World Wide Web. These essays also give helpful advice on how to use a search engine, how to evaluate the content of
a Web site, and general "netiquette" (Internet etiquette).

8: Highways Timeline - Greatest Engineering Achievements of the Twentieth Century
The World History Highway: A Guide to Internet Resources by Scott A. Merriman, , available at Book Depository with
free delivery worldwide.

9: 8 Ways Roads Helped Rome Rule the Ancient World - HISTORY
A timeline of Highway Construction events. Construction of the Greensboro Western Loop Completed. This project,
which is a section of the Greensboro Urban Loop around the City of Greensboro, consists of 3,, cubic meters of borrow
and.
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